ADDRESSES AND BUILDING IDENTIFIERS
We are all fortunate to have street addresses that we gladly use for mail and for
guests. However, the truth is that the 13 KACA buildings are numbered, and the number itself
tells a great deal about the location. The street names, although helpful to those who don’t live
here, are extraneous. For example, you will hear people refer to Unit # 404 without bothering to
add the Street name, Nassau. The KACA is composed of 3 bedroom townhouses, referred to
below as Type C units, two bedroom townhouses referred to here as Type B units, and 2
bedroom flats referred to as Type A units, with individual addresses on four streets.
The numbering starts on the east end of Nassau at Building #1, the 100 Building with 4 Type C
units. Moving east on Nassau, is Building #2, the 200 Building with 8 Type A units, which is
followed by the 300 Building with 4 Type C units and the 400 Building with 6 units, 4 Type B’s
and 2 Type C’s. Turning the corner to Lauderdale and moving south, brings us to the 500
Building with 8 Type A units, and the 600 and 700 Buildings each with 12 Type A units
After the 700 Building, the numbering moves to the canal side of Sandollar where the
first Building is the 800 Building (another 12 Type A units) The next building on the canal side
of Sandollar is the 900 Building (another 12 Type A units) where the numbering continues. The
900 Building extends to the swimming pool that is more visible from the units on Nassau and
Lauderdale. Then we get creative, two more buildings, are built on the marina side of
Sandollar. The southern most (across from the 900 Building) is Building #10, the 1000
Building, with 6 units, 4 of them Type B and 2 of them Type C. Across from the pool is
Building #11, the 1100 Building again with 6 units, 4 Type B and 2 Type C. Finally, the
numbering reverts to two more buildings located on Mazatlan, at the end of the canal, that may
appear to have been skipped. The choice of calling them Buildings #12 and #13 may seem
obvious, but someone was apparently superstitious so they are called Building #12 and Building
#14. To keep the numbering going from right to left (from the street), the 1200 Building (with 4
Type C units) is at the corner of Mazatlan and Lauderdale while the 1400 Building (with 6 Type
B units) is at the corner of Mazatlan and Sandollar.
In all of these buildings the lower Type A units, and the town house units, both B’s and C’s, are
numbered in the same order as the buildings starting with 101, 201, 301….1401 progressing
from right to left when viewed from the street. There are no units numbered 100, 200, 300,
etc. In the buildings with Type A units, additional units are entered on the second level. When
any building has upstairs units the numbers continue from the lower left to the upper right
corner, (looking from the street) and continue leftward down the building. Hence, the “first”
upstairs units in the 200 and 500 Buildings (that have a total of 8 units) are 205 and 505, while
the “first” upstairs unit in the 600, 700, 800, and 900 Buildings (that each have 12 units) are,
respectively, 607, 707, 807, and 907.
Our lowest unit number is 101, on Nassau, and our highest number is 1406, on
Mazatlan. Because all houses on Key Allegro have one or two digit numbers, there is minimal
confusion for deliveries and emergency responders.

